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Name:  Rebecca Brinks 

Job Title/Department:  Education Program Director 

Phone:  234-4084 

Email Address:   bbrinks@grcc.edu 

Date IIPD Award was received:      10/2016                                  (month/year) 

 

Purpose of Grant:           To attend the 2017 World Forum on Early Care and Education                                                                     

 

 

 
1. Describe the new avenues of instruction, including changes in curriculum, teaching strategies or 

other changes that are resulting from your grant-funded activity. 
a) Instruction – new ideas specific to teaching STEM concepts connected to outdoors and 

nature that I will use in the CD 229 course. 
b) Recruitment and Retention of male students – good ideas related to mentoring and 

supporting males in the early childhood field 
c) Coaching as a means to support student or cooperative teachers.   

 
 

2. How will the grant-funded activity result in an impact on student learning and enhancements to 
student success?   

This conference provides a fantastic global perspective.  It provided me with many interesting 
examples to share with students about how teachers teach and learning conditions across the 
globe.  This conference was attended by early childhood professionals from over 60 countries.  
One element included was an art display made up of children’s art work that participants 
brought from their countries.  I took photos of the art work and made a powerpoint to illustrate to 
students that art is universal and show them how all children’s art has similar characteristics 
across the world.   
 
 

3. What steps are you taking to assess the impact of this activity on student learning? 
I am going to tie this to the Perkins work we are doing looking at how we are integrating 
diversity across our curriculum.  We put together a chart of current activities and are focused on 
increasing the number of experiences students are engaged in.  We will be completing this 
process again next year and will compare our charts looking for an increase in the number of 
activities aimed at developing diverse perspectives. 
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4. How are you engaging others in the learning process and disseminating activity results with the 
wider campus community?  
 

NOTE: If shared learning activities have not yet taken place, an addendum to this report must be 
filed with the Grants Department describing shared learning activities prior to applying for another 
IIPD grant, as required by IIPD Guidelines. 

 
JaneAnn Benson and I have already shared some photos and ideas with ECLL faculty and staff 
working during the summer.  We will have a more formal meetings in the Fall as we work on the 
playground development at the ECLL and the diversity project for the department. 
 

5. Describe how the grant-funded activity is supporting the objectives of your department and your 
existing job responsibilities. 

One of the areas I focused on was attending sessions related to design and nature. During the 
next year we are working with Stantec to develop a plan for our outdoor space at the new ECLL.  
Currently we are in the planning stage.  Next we will focus on fund raising and then building the 
playgrounds.  I was able to attend a number of helpful sessions as well as visit two preschool 
programs with interesting outdoor spaces. 
 
 

6. How has this grant helped in fostering your professional development goals?  
 
This experience tied in well with two projects I am engaged in:  ECLL playground development 
and Expanding and Improving diversity related experiences throughout our curriculum. 
 

7. Please add any other comments you would like to include in this report. 
 
Several years ago JaneAnn Benson and I attended the Working Forum on Design and Nature in 
New Zealand.  As a part of this we toured a number of early childhood facilities.  Several 
centers by “Little Shoots” provided us with major inspiration in the development of our facility.  
On this trip we toured another new center they have and then met with the owner Michelle Pratt 
and several of her staff.  We shared photos of our center and were able to discuss aspects of 
their new center as well as ours.  It was very exciting to reconnect and share with them how 
they had influenced the development of our center. 


